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"Thar.is no count:ry for old men. The young
In one another's aI1l1S, h.irds .in the trees
_ Those dying generat.ions - at: the.ir song,
The salmon-falls, the mackerel-crowded seas,
F.ish,f.lesh, or fowl, commend a11 summer long
Whatever .is begotten, horn/, and d.ies.
Caught: .in t:1Jat sensua.1 music a1.1 neglect
Honwnents of anage.fng .intellect:. ,,**

- A GLOBAL PANPEMIC

,!!citld Health organisation (WHO).

-·~."twenty-five experts I in a number of relevant disciplines,

:'Y';;" established to advise the Director General of WHO

(DrH Nakajima) on the strategies which should be adopted to

oi·c.9mbat the spread of this new and unexpected epidemic.

Across the table sat Luc Montagnier of the famed

-~r;)?asteur Institute in Paris - the quiet French scientist who
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A month ago I was in Geneva. 
The occasion was the 

meeting of the Global Commission on AIDS (GCA) of the 

Health organisation (WHO). 
The GCA is a body of 

t,.ellt',- five experts I in a number of relevant disciplines, 

established to advise the Director General of WHO 

Nakajima) on the strategies which should be adopted to 

the spread of this new and unexpected epidemic. 

Across the table sat Luc Montagnier of the famed 

Institute in Paris - the quiet French scientist who 
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the human immuno-deficiency virus which causes 

of the human immune system which results in 

to me (for we were arranged in alphabetical 

United States sCientist, Robert Gallo who 

. methods for the routine propagation and handling of 

and thereby. made possible the achievements of 

But for the work of these two men, and a few 

we would be looking at the spread of the HIV/AIDS 

with an even greater sense of disbelief and 

the table were participants from different 

I was the only lawyer. Medical scientists and 

predominate. But there is a sprinkling of 

scientists, representatives of non-governmental 

international bodies with relevant operations and 

heal th experts. We come from all continents. We 

different creeds and moral positions. We are 

to be a microcosm of humanity, assisting in the 

of a great challenge to humanity, which now reaches 

corners of the world. 

-,;' ~ -T~e meeting received some hopeful news on the research 

';performed for the development of a vaccine to prevent 

of HIV, including in people already infected, but 

Fourteen countries are participating in a 

of trials to develop a vaccine against HIV. One of 

experts (Dr Howard Temin of the United States, 

Nobel lauriate) suggested that the vaccine might be 

ten years off. But ten years is grim news for 

:already infected and those who support and treat them. 

for the treatment of HIV or AIDS was 
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no simple cure. Indeed, some of 

contributions doubted that HIV, in its 

le,)flilani.f"stations, would ever be cured by a simple 

or.,u"e--.- the most chilling moment came in the reports 

Jim Chin, a distinguished United 

His is. the task, within WHO, to track 

He must project the graphs of currently known 

that the experts in that grey building in 

member governments and a watching world 

of the AIDS epidemic, its likely patterns 

and hence the needs for funding and other 

combat its spread. 

of computergraphics, Dr Chin was able to 

state of the epidemic in each of the 

In Europe, North America and Australasia the 

.epidemic which peaked so quickly in the 1980s 

The projection suggests a flatter 

in Asia, with the input of new statistics from 

borderlands of Burma, the 

~ .. ~r~"LS ,: to show an alarming upward mobility. So too 

for the Caribbean and Latin America. Most 

is the projection of the figures of the 

It is sketched vividly in my memory. 

~':Dc'x"s;~hich grew and grew: every centimetre of growth 

'~!'t:in'g.:.a collection of human suffering of quite awful 

The news from Africa - and particularly from 

- is terrible. 

to Dr Chin the general trends just recounted 

The world-wide trend is towards that pattern 
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distribution which has always been shown in the 

world: heterosexual spread through the general 

The number of children who will be orphaned in 

many of them infected perinatally is alarming. 

Chin' 5 statistics on the global level are reinforced 

presented by Dr Michai Viravaidya of Thailand. 

performed on young Army conscripts, the 

of HIV t in part by vectors of the sex industry, 

and females throughout Thailand is a source of 

anxiety. 

then, is the global epidemic of AIDS caused by 

It is exactly ten years since the first paper was 

in the United States recounting a strange new 

noticed first amongst young homosexual males in 

Initially, this condition was 

as GRID (Gay Related Immune Deficiency). The 

features of it were kept quiet at first, despite the 

efforts of a few to raise the alarm. Prestigious 

journals declined articles for a few crucial years 

grounds that the reports were alarmist I the epidemic 

a narrow group and the features of it were not yet 

. tifically demons tra ted. Sadly, thousands, perhaps 

~i.10IIS, will pay the price for this early caution. Now the 

ring everywhere. All around the world people know of 

It is challenge to economies, to 

care systems, to overstretched budgets and the medical 

the support systems - to the families, and above 

individuals who are infected. It is a story with 

In the context of bereavement it is a story 

presents special new problems. It behoves civilized 
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:to confront these problems directly and to seek 

burden of grief on those who are infected and 

support and care for them. 

begins before death. Everyone knows that 

life-threatening condition. It is 

however I to avoid talking of people who are 

if they are already dead. Most of them are very 

For the most part, they live ordinary lives full 

They like to be called People Living with AIDS 

must not be written off. In concern about 

we should be concerned as much for the 

as for those not yet exposed to that 

PLWAs have a great economic, social and 

"contribution to make to society. They are found 

of life in developed countries such as those of 

Europe and North America. They are 

e;ie':v'';lhere. To the few who still talk of the 

for people infected with HIV it must be 

is no justification for such a response at 

cases. Fortunately for humanity, HIV is a 

It is comparatively difficult to acquire. 

of communication involve blood and sperm. 

of infection are sexual intercourse and the 

equipment for intravenous drug injection. 

,.~,~",u· .. and neonatal infection of infants is another 

'But unprotected sexual activity is the chief 

Once again nature uses exquisite pleasure (for 

fully understood) to spread a virus which is 

to the host. 
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I say usually fatal because this epidemic has not yet

with us long enough for us to trace every pattern of the

Some patients live many years, apparently free of

Chealth problems. Others come quite quickly to the breakdown

i.ntmune systems. At least the general pattern is by

established. The person infected becomes mildly ill

:-~__~ithin a short time of infection. That illness is overcome

.' ,by the body's vigorous and healthy immune system. Years pass

,r':;J.tYPicallY ten or eleven) without symptoms. Comparatively

;j1;sup,denly I there is a breakdown of the immune system. The

vital T-lymphocyte cells diminish. The immune system

crumbles. The body is rendered vulnerable to a range of

usual and unusual assaults which a normal immune system would

off with cornparativ'e ease. HIV turns to ARC (Aids

Related Complex). ARC turns to AIDS. It is in this last

that the patient suffers greatly. In addition to

a significant proportion of patients

loss of mental acuity I dementia and inability to

to ordinary activities of life. This process is not

We do not know whether (and if so why) some of

people infected will throw off the infection or, at

never fall victim to that crucial final decline in the

system. There are many curiosities about HIV and AIDS

are not yet fully explored.

Nevertheless, the typical case is now so well

~ocumented that the pattern of HIV is established. At least

western countries - and increasingly elsewhere - patients

the pattern. Knowledge of the pattern comes from health

workers ( the medical profession, specialist literature

and the news media. Patients know the pattern from their
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usual and unusual assaults which a normal immune system would 

off with cornparativ'e ease. HIV turns to ARC (Aids 

Related Complex). ARC turns to AIDS. It is in this last 

phase that the patient suffers greatly. In addition to 

physical ailments, a significant proportion of patients 

loss of mental acuity I dementia and inability to 

to ordinary activities of life. This proces 5 is not 

-'inevitable. We do not know whether (and if so why) some of 

the people infected will throw off the infection or, at 

never fall victim to that crucial final decline in the 

system. There are many curiosities about HIV and AIDS 

are not yet fully explored. 

Neverthe less, the typica 1 case is now 50 we 11 

that the pattern of HIV is established. At least 

:,_in western countries - and increasingly elsewhere - patients 

the pattern. Knowledge of the pattern comes from health 
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a metaphor which is vividly etched upon the

Knowledge that· HIV is usually life-threatening;

their

Yet its name

If they are IV drug

The special features are
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If cancer is a predicament causing

If they are in the sex industry, they

Many of them t at least in western

Most would, but for HIV, have gone on to

They include the fact that most of the

society.

to be whispered, HIV/AIDS is all too often

If they are homosexuals or bisexuals their

The connection with blood, sex and death

are already alienated.

since puberty, been partly cut off from

community.

despised by lIrespectable" citizens.

life-span.

fellow human beings on every continent.

The sense of shame about sexual activities - and

be spoken if we are to understand its dimension and its

established.

is so special about HIV/AIDS?

prevent.

drug use.

All research on bereavement in the context of HIV/AIDS

fectly healthy.

rs they live in a secret world, apart from society because

:'the criminal sanctions which attach almost everywhere to

:econdition that dares not speak its name.

~ients are comparatively young. Most of them are otherwise

-",orts the special probl~ which derives from the sense of

,mue which many patients experience from having acquired HIV

--.d'. the sense of despair that this is not a condition which

in the age of heart transplants can cure

,ti*" 
·'<L1c~en fatal, follows an established route and results in all

:many cases in death is a tremendous burden for those who

:infected and those who support them.

Infection and illness have always been with humanity.

Knowledge that' HIV is usually life-threatening; 

follows an established route and results in all 

cases in death is a tremendous burden for those who 

.infected and those who support them. 

Infection and illness have always been with humanity . 

.. is so special about HIV/AIDS? The special features are 

,.established. They include the fact that most of the 

are comparatively young. Most of them are otherwise 

healthy. 

life-span. 

Most would, but for HIV, have gone on to 

Many of them t at least in western 

lnunuu"ties I are already alienated. If they are IV drug 

they live in a secret world, apart from society because 

criminal sanctions which attach almost everywhere to 

If they are homosexuals or bisexuals their 

have, since puberty, been partly cut off from their 

community. If they are in the sex industry, they 

despised by lIrespectable" citizens . 

.. All research on bereavement in the context of HIV/AIDS 

the special probl~ which derives from the sense of 

which many patients experience from having acquired HIV 

sense of despair that this is not a condition which 

medicine in the age of heart transplants can cure 

The connection with blood, sex and death 

a metaphor which is vividly etched upon the 

of society. If cancer is a predicament causing 

which has to be whispered, HIV/AIDS is all too often 

condition that dares not speak its name. Yet its name 

'. be spoken if we are to understand its dimension and its 

. on fellow human beings on every continent. 

The sense of shame about sexual activities and 
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homosexual or bisexual orientation - is all too 

sourced in religious instruction derived from the 

of the prophets of the religions of the desert that 

the moral codes of much of the world and of all 

";_western countries. Significantly, the gospel of Jesus Christ 

brings a messag.e of unconditional love, of hope, forgiveness 

_ and. reconciliation. But the other prophets of Christianity, 

Judaism and Islam are not so forgiving. They stigmatize 

activity outside heterosexual marriage. They provide 

for a great burden of guilt about non-marital 

. sexuality. Feelings of guilt cause much individual suffering 

and distress. In the context of HIV/AIDS it is a principal 

the shame which makes acceptance of illness more 

difficult for the patient. He or she cannot even readily 

talk to relatives I friends r neighbours and fellow workers of 

the condition which is so life-threatening and so 

i;ntimidating. All too often, the precise nature of an 

increasingly manifest illness must be hidden from family and 

-friends or dressed up in pseudonyms: cancer is the most 

conunon. This provides an added burden for the infected. As 

well as· living with this burden, many of them lose the 

~ntimacy of close personal relationships. Unless such 

~elationships are already established before the condition is 

c-onfirmed, patients feel still further alienated and cut 

off. Death is not their fear in many cases. 3 

Frequently, the concern is about pain, the fear of dementia 

and above all anxiety for the shame which, it is felt, the 

discovery of infection with HIV will bring to the family, 

amongst .the neighbours, the work colleagues, the friends. 

Secrets will then out. Even if half-known, they will be 
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of these concerns add cruel burdens to

the burden on the individual who discovers

of deprivation, of selfishness and

gbssip, rumour

Sadly, the papers

The desert religions have, I

stark contrast to the simple

is the special burden which

- 9 -

The private zone shared with chosen

They represent a shocking indictment of

epidemic

and the perceived threat to the continuanc~

Many of these burdens may be traced back to

imposed with their inspiring instruction,

particular phenomena now being noticed - ten

anger - disbelief - pretence - rejection 

and reconciliation to fate.

:become common property:

are to claim a religious and moral a

-'bare.

is infected with HlV and knows what that grim

That person will go through the well known steps

.'~The person.al intimate world of the individual

he ":dying or even those bereaved.

i~tional conferences qn AIDS are replete with stories

bf,','Jesus, the lessons of Buddhism and the acceptance

nature in all of its extraordinary variety inherent

,6u~·7sexual expression.

--
\humdn±st philosophies.

~~jpatients infected with HlV who have been brought up

(even if ·they have later thrown it

difficulty is presented when

n,hoso.of that religion will not reach out to help and

person.al intimate world of the individual 

The private zone shared with chosen 
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",,' 

. .;/~ ~. 
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Many of these burdens may be traced back to 

':sexual expression. The desert religions have, I 

imposed with their inspiring instruction, 

of deprivation, of selfishness and 

Jeiless ·which stand in stark contrast to the simple 

'Jesus, the lessons of Buddhism and the acceptance 

in all of its extraordinary variety inherent 

philosophies. 

infected with HIV who have been brought up 

tradition (even if ·they have later thrown it 

difficulty is presented when 

nn,~~·~'of that religion will not reach out to help and 

-dying or even those bereaved. Sadly, the papers 

conferences qn AIDS are replete with stories 

They represent a shocking indictment of 

'.~dare to claim a religious and moral a 

of the burden on the individual who discovers 

infected with HIV and knows what that grim 

,That person will go through the well known steps 

anger - disbelief - pretence - rejection -

and reconciliation to fate. 

particular phenomena now being noticed - ten 

.this epidemic is the special burden which 
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vaccines,

There is a

They occur

They will need

The recent report

challenged by the

They are found in every

It may be endured for a time.

arise of the spread of HIV from
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Armed with fantastic technology and with

HIV/AIDS.

the feeling of an inability to provide

been accustomed to enduring.

upon· those thrown into unexpected contact

attend to the patients:

It also exposes him or her to the fears of

the frontline are the medical and nursing

fears of personal inadequacy in the face of

these are natural fears.

fears of self-infection, fears for dependants

It is an alarm which must be put in

epidemic has been abroad in the United States

patients has caused considerable alarm in that

a decade.

in the United States who allegedly infected a

sllch constant, daily burdens.

'\however, even the most compassionate will need

:::~uch stress.

,~q.rker.

;:.~1g,Fugs on the pharmacist' 5 shelves:

:::~};~atment takes the health care worker back to

.~

tk~~s to patients and vice-versa.

,support and assistance for the grieving process

)'5 tg,q; through in the constant loss of patients, many

'beqqme respected friends. A feeling of helplessness
::,.::- ~.'.". .
'1?~ia.ri;""the usual professional companion of the modern

t,o~),provide the quick prescription and the magic

·;~i;s,<,.-a.dds a novel stress to health workers which many

upon' those thrown into unexpected contact 

HIV / AIDS. They are found in every 

-"''In the frontline are the medical and nursing 

attend to the patients: challenged by the 

the quick prescription and the magic 

a novel stress to health workers which many 

been accustomed to enduring. There is a 

stress. It may be endured for a time. 

even the most compassionate will need 

such constant, daily burdens. They will need 

,support and assistance for the grieving process 

through in the constant loss of patients, many 

respected friends. A feeling of helplessness 

,the usual professional companion of the modern 

Armed with fantastic technology and with 

on the pharmacist' s shelves: vaccines, 

the feeling of an inability to provide 

takes the health care worker back to 

It also exposes him or her to the fears of 

fears of self-infection, fears for dependants 

)")C9l:S, fears of personal inadequacy in the face of 

these are natural fears. They occur 

where reports arise of the spread of HIV from 

,~,<"""", 

to patients and vice-versa. The recent report 

in the United States who allegedly infected a 

patients has caused considerable alarm in that 

It is an alarm which must be put in 

epidemic has been abroad in the United States 

It is sometimes estimated that more 
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who have suffered frank needles tick and have

a homosexual physician who has been involved

have responded with courage to the AIDS crisis.

flash.ingt:on Post: Hea.1 t:h

In his artieIe f he predicted

Most of the health workers who
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infected.

work-related infections are nursing and

the beginning.

people are infected in that country with HIV.

and intrusive health procedures have been

them have lately become overwhelmed by AIDS. One

'~Y_!fr_etirement:

p,':,."to reject, the additional unnecessary precautions,
i.;:;.-'-I" ,~' .

:a~rt;'~ intrusions which threaten further to alienate

1~ith HIV, pushing them unnecessarily away from help
'7

which is not warranted by the degree of

~~;io the health of others which they normally present.

~h',~-,health professionals in western and other

:on such people for the whole of the period of the

"We can take reassurance from the very low figures

~"Y saw my Drst: AIDS pat:.ient: .in .1904. I..ike so
rtiIJY-' 'Co come, he was a n.ice man. When he d.ied a
fe,w months .lat:er, a .l.itt.le of me d.ied w.ith h.im.
Zt:"~'d.lso made me fee.l very vu.lnerab.le - there was
~Ff-way to know at the t.ime .if I was .infected or
"19;~;;· ••
fPi'0bab.1y t:he most: d.iff.icu.1t: aspect: of t:reat:.ing
/~he pat.ients at: the t.ime was the shame so many
/eJ,t:· for be.ing HIV-.infect:ed.

"hen t:wo t:h.ings happened t:hat: dest:royed my
7e.[1.ia.l and kL.l.led my opt.im.ism. Stud.ies began to
"49'" t:hat: over t:.ime t:he r.isk of deve.1op.ing AIDS

'increased, so t:hat by 10 years, more t:han 50
·,rcent: of peop.1e had deve.1oped t:he d.isease and

add.it:.iona.1 25 percent: had sympt:oms of

\~~kl~·wrote recently in the

=",~i:q":f-~~eived substantial quantities of infected blood.

reason to avoid undue alarm. It is also

people are infected in that country with HIV. 

and intrusive health procedures have been 

such people for the whole of the period of the 

take reassurance from the very low figures 

infected. Most of the health workers who 

work-related infections are nursing and 

who have suffered frank needles tick and have 

substantial quantities of infected blood. 

a reason to avoid undue alarm. It is also 

reject, the additional unnecessary precautions, 

intrusions which threaten further to alienate 

HIV, pushing them unnecessarily away from help 

which is not warranted by the degree of 

the health of others which they normally present. 

,health professionals in western and other 

have responded with courage to the AIDS crisis. 

them have lately become overwhelmed by AIDS. One 

wrote recently in the PlasiJ.ingt:on Post: Hea1t:h 

is a homosexual physician who has been involved 

the beginning. In his artie Ie I he predicted 

. saw my fLrst AIDS patLent Ln 1984. Idke so 
co come, he was a n.ice man. When he d.ied a 

later, a lLttle of me dLed wLth hJm. 
made me fee.l very vu.lnerab.le - there was 
to know at: t:he t.ime .if I was .infected or 

the most dLffLcult aspect of treatLng 
pat.ients at the t:.ime was the shame so many 

t· for beLng HIV-Lnfected. 

two thLngs happened that destroyed my 
.as'n.La.L and kL.lled my optJmLsm. StudLes began to 

over tJme the rLsk of developLng AIDS 
;:i~:~~~:;~~.e~, so that by 10 years, more than 50 
1 of people had developed the dLsease and 

addLtLonal 25 percent had symptoms of 
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They have not

In Sydney, the Sisters of
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infections. . . . Th.is made me
infected person was safe from the

the chaplains and religious supporters for

families. There are many fine supporters who

Vincent's Hospital have, from the beginning of

in Australia, offered unquestioning help and

treatment to their patients.

";'. '

-_r"'.~

c<:

necessity to judge them or their

,<.nPInber of priests and ministers of religion too,

;,,1'-1 have done my share. Although I have
.q:inegative for- H1V and my phys1cal health
~g(j/: .AIDS conSWlles me 24 hours a day. So

,~firl1{'.iemot1onal health, {/ just want the pa1n
,t'suffer-1ng to end, both for- my pat1ents and
,mYself.

:e§.~j'~S.;:I write th.is, I hope my pat.ients don't
'e:<:.,.it. I do not want to add to t:heir burden;
'!:ly,/:e.(in enough pain, and I don' t want: t:o fee1
',t;4pu,gh t:hey have to bear any of m.ine. n

~~;l·,t"::;. .

;';V";;,stopped accept1ng new HIV pat1ents. And
'1fPO", "that other- phys1c1ans, both gay and
;Jl~;q,!Yr care for many more HIV-.infected
ti'ent:s than I have. I cons1der them all

e:r:oC!li,~' But some have qu.it. And others,
if4~d,ted themse1ves; have d.ied. None of us
"c/ced/AIDS as a spec1alty - we just happened to
"otJ:'the right (wrong?) place at the r1ght

V3;i"_~:'"

i.i:',,'anCf711ore of my pat1ents developad AIDS and
'821;, They taught us many th.ings 1n med1cal
pool/,but not how to avo1d fee11ng pa1n when
>urpat:1ents suffer.• ..
~:.'" ',)1';

~~;i;m6st of my pat2ents appropr1ately reta1n
lJ.iii:z,;;~,:~denia1 in order to cope. But inside, I
r;in,ge when they ask me to check the1r
'liolesterol levels, as though 1t's go1ng to
H:,ter-,20 years fr-om now. One pat1ent on AST
~Jc"d:,i.f I thought he should qu1t h1s job, g1ve
-6)t~lliS hea1th .insurance and start a r.isky
?~'J..jje.ss.:~'on his own~ I had to point out that
-;e.r::",yas a good chance he would be s1ck 1n a

,z.'Qr two and ther-efore should not g1ve up h1s
;Z'th,hinsurance.

. " .
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families. There are many fine supporters who 

and dedicated. 'In Sydney, the Sisters of 

Vincent's Hospital have, from the beginning of 

in Australia, offered unquestioning help and 

~-~.<'>I,a,,",.:,treatment to their patients. They have not 

or the necessity to judge them or their 

of priests and ministers of religion too, 
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He did not then know about the

of HIV/AIDS.

to:

placed .new stress upon funeral workers

peopl~ and counsellors who work in

th~m. An Anglican pri~st described how, one

~his chaplain extended his unconditional love, he

~t~red to the sick and dying - and to the b~reaved -

~'lY,: frightened.

;~hat :.command admiration and gratitude .

"ju,'d" 'been d.irected to the closed door of a
tieiJt,~s room from beh2:nd wIJ.ich I heard a man
i/:JbiiJq; phe nurse told me that this man had
~st je,arned of his AIDS diagnosis and that he
,salone. Would I go and see him?
,t'j.", .:

,:-yourney to the most .int.imate .leve.ls of who and
;'llat'-I am; as a man/ a Chr.ist.ian and
'Ji.i:!pla.in. Confus.ion and pa.in have been/ and
"jjjt:ii1ue to be, integral parts of that journey.
IjJdJ realise I have only just begun.

s
j;~ ',i';:.1';'

......... .1 __ •• _ Their lives have a special quality

~i~heir spiritual commitment.

ih9sp'ital chaplain recorded his first encounter with

'etober 1985 at the St Micha~l's Hospital, Toronto:

,f~i::kJ!o.w.ing how to say no, and aware of the
Z:9Tf!"og'.-fear and anx;iety w.ith.in mel' I ent:ered
:1,:;s,~:~~.,room~ Aga.inst one waLL, to my surpr.ise,
~tOQd~a 'ourse and a doctor, .in s.i2ence. On t:be
l!ta 'a "man rocking back and forth, sobbing,
~l"tching a pillow. I stood with the doctor and
£Jrse'.:"dn si.lent fear. After about: ten minutes

q.t""t1Jls vigil and out of a blind need to act, I
,f{£qs~~d the room, took away the man's p.il.low and
iJjiibstituted my shoulder. At that point, the
'foetor and nurse left. For the next hour we
f:oc:,!(edLback and forth, together, as he cont.inued
'F'q,"guietly sob. Finally he found the inner
'ttrengt:h to call his family and friends to tell
''benz he had AIDS, was dying and was homosexual.
':fmQst,,'two hours later h.is fr.lends arr.ived and I
,eiJ.1eft.7

to the sick and dying - and to the bereaved -

:_command admiration and gratitude. Such people 

community. Their lives have a special quality 

commitment. 

ne,h.os:pital chaplain recorded his first encounter with 

1985 at the St Michael's Hospital, Toronto: 

'been d.irected to the closed door of a 

~
~~:~~~:;r<~,,~om from beh.ind wh.ich I heard a man The nurse told me that th.is man had 

of h.is AIDS d.iagnos.is and that he 
Would I go and see h.im? 

how to say no, and aware of the 
and anx1ef:y w.ith.in me, I ent:ered 

Aga.inst one wa1.1, to my Barpr.ise, 
-narse and a doctor, .in s.i.1ence_ On t:be 

"man rock.ing back and forth, sobb.ing, 
';:1.rIt,ch . .ing a p.illow. I stood w.ith the doctor and 

si.lent fear_ After about: ten minutes 
v.ig.il and out of a bl.ind need to act, I 

l}~~ij~,/~t~h~e~ room, took away the man's p.il.low and 
~: my shoulder. At that po.int, the 

nurse left. For the next hour we 
and forth, together, as he cont1naed 
sob. F.inally he found the .inner 
call h.is fam.ily and fr.iends to tell 

had AIDS, was dY1.·ng and was homosexua.1_ 
~'L;"o.st two hours later h.is fr.iends arr.ived and I 

left. 7 

chaplain extended his unconditional love, he 

. frightened. He did not then know about the 

of HIV/AIDS. But, as he explained, 

him to: 

to the most: .int.imate .leve.ls of who and 
am; as a man, a ChristLan and 

Confusion and pa.in have been, and 
to be, .integra.l parts of that journey • 

.I real.ise I have only just begun. s 

":1.1';' 

also placed· new stress upon funeral workers 

people and counsellors who work in 

An Anglican priest described how, one 
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duty at a funeral home and two young men 

door: 

we.l.l dressed, good .looking and .in 
rwenr.ies_ 'We would l.ike to make 

f;;';j;,:r~,.l' a'r'CaJ7gen.re17t.s', announced Darrell. 'Has 
occurred?' I enqu.ired. 'No', he 

;;;~f7;'::.<f~:::" ' .ir' s for me' . I showed rhem .inro an 
~ proceeded to prearrange h.is funera.l. 

as we.l.l te.l.l you, I have AIDS. What I 
know .is, w.i.l.l you accept my body, what 

do for us and what w.i.l.l .it cost?' 
the f.irm that I was work.ing for had 
a very pos.it.ive po.l.icy for dea.l.ing 

who had d.ied from AIDS-re.lated 
I was ab.le to offer kil11 a fu.l.l 

funera.l. [Darre.l.l] was qu.ite 
ted as we spoke and h.is happy, carefree 
"betrayed an under.lying fear of what the 

"held. Dan, his lover, wasn'r so 
He sat back .in the cha.ir, qu.iet.ly 

and occas.iona.l.ly w.iped a tear from h.is 
he was more real.isr.ic abour whar 
that n.igiJt.9 

the priest, Darrell, countering his grief, was 

to think of other things. He was talking as 

simply a change of home - from his ordinary 

home. This was his way to cope with AIDS. 

now attended too many funeraLs of school 

colleagues and personal acquaintances 

of AIDS. Like all funerals, they represent a 

a ceremony of transition. Unfortunately, they 

bring together groups who, in life, are 

Most incomprehensively of all, that 

frequently the result of religious instruction 

and the attacks on people and groups at 

infection by fellow citizens expressing their 

·misunder~tood name of religion. 

have been notor.ious.ly outspoken 
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10"''''--'' qays, as has been the Roman CathoLic 
The fundamenta.l.ists have dec.lared that 

are reap.inq what they have sown and that 
d.isease .is a .Judgment from God, In sp.ite of 

'many qays have a deep sp.ir.itua.lity that 
not been stif.led by the church's 

e and Ln some cases ac~ive 

tale can be told: 

never forget Sa.l and Grant, I met them 
home one day when they caJlle to 

respects to a fr.iend who had d.ied, 
AIDS and asked me to prearrange h.is 

When I asked h.im who wou.ld conduct the 
he sa.id 'We.l.l my fam.i.ly is Roman 

;t~d;i:;~;';q but I don't want a Catho.l.ic pr.iest 
" my funera.l /, I was a.lready study,,'nq 

m.in.istry so I inv.it:ed h.im and his lover 
the church where I had a student 

I beqan to v.is.it h.im regu.lar.ly and 
'day· about three months before he died, he 

'1 know I don' t: have long and I'm not Bure 
Y','h,r.,a<iv to d.ie', . He asked ne to ca.l.l the 

our Angi;ican par.isb to hear his 
r:O.nL'e~'S"lO.n, wh.ich I d,,'d for h,,'m, From that 

he seemed to be more at peace. He 
about a.l.l the th.inqs he st.i.l.l 

I hegan to take bhn Conunun.ion on 
bas.l·s. One day I went .in and be was 
weak. After I gave b.im COJTUOunioo/ he 
his pillow, nodded ' Yes', smIled and 

,lo!,e.(j':h.is eyes, He died two days .later, 

d.ied he to.ld his .lover that .if h.is 
wanted, the.ir per.ish pr.iest cou.ld take 

the servL"ce, Our church was fuLl for 
w.ith the Roman Catho.l.ic priest 

priest. When.it: was over, his 
said 'Why couldn't: .it: have been th.is 

Sal was a.1.ive?' .. 11 

Wales, and possibly other places, 

unnec~ssary indignities are imposed upon 

;{.aly:i"n:~l":·of AIDS and those grieving for their loss, By 

must be wrapped in double polythene bags, 

the words "Infectious Disease - Handle With 

body in colours of prescribed colour and 

to the body for viewing (r!'quired or 
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With

Often they have to cope

There is no justification for

- 16 -

FAMILY

and others.

after the time of death. We should spare

news of grave illness and approaching death

(sometimes the confirmation of a family

sexual orientation, drug use or other

problems of reconciliation in bereavement

need .to bring together the patient's old and

the "old family" - the biological parents,

of a patient from AIDS-related complications

Amongst all the indignities and burdens of
-:-'

~d-~·.'scientific data.

'_',',.""'.,_ in some. ethnic communities in particular) is

"iGo()d' laws and policies on HIV/AIDS must be based

4~-~:',~:;"regulations upon fear, myth or public health

ra'ined for earlier times and different health

·'b,i.bad, insisted upon double polythene bags.

'L:; :,w:e'(do not need, by the law or by our attitudes, to

ther>loads upon those already heavily afflicted. The

;:;~-~::'>I refer to was the product of trade union
"-,:',

'",(,during the' early phase of this epidemic. The

,i~.i.lling to take the risk accepted by the chaplain

.Once: out of nature I sha1.l never take
'ybod.ily foZ7l1 from any natural th.ing,
'li~::.i!uc1J a form as Grec~'an go.ldsm..lths make
'f''hammered gold and golden enamell.ing
~'.:k;~ep a drowsy Emperor awake;
'I;Jseb:upon a golden bough to s.ing

''o+-'1-ords and .lad.ies of Byzant.ium
-5-/{ljat .is. past, or pass.1."ng, or to come. "**

Et.~~" knowledge of the condition, it is time that this

."iqn.: was repealed or disallowed .

in some. ethnic communities in particular) is 

"Goo,a,laws and policies on HIV/AIDS must be based 

There is no justification for 

:regulations upon fear I myth or public health 

d for earlier times and different health 

Amongst all the indignities and burdens of 

"we'~'do not need, by the law or by our attitudes, to 

loads upon those already heavily afflicted. The 

. ',',I refer to was the product of trade union 

the' early phase of this epidemic. The 

to take the risk accepted by the chaplain 

insisted upon double polythene bags. With 

knowledge of the condition, it is time that this 

was repealed or disallowed. 

of nature I sha11 never take 
LJo'a.l.l.Y fOI7l1 from any natura.l thing, 

form as Grec~'an go1dsm.lths make 
ha~~.l~d go.ld and go.lden ename.l.ling 

y Emperor awake; 
7it's"b:u)'XJO a go.lden bough to sing 

and .lad.l'es of Byzantium 
~"s. past, or pass.1."ng, or to come. "** 

problems of reconciliation in bereavement 

of a patient from AIDS-related complications 

need to bring together the patient I s old and 

~L~e,s'at and after the time of death. We should spare 

"old family" - the biological parents, 

and others. Often they have to cope 

news of grave illness and approaching death 

(sometimes the confirmation of a family 

sexual orientation, drug use or other 
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"the patient. Sadly, and especially in rural 

patient: 

of this discovery can lead to the 

adding to the burden of a terminal 

a family rallies in a crisis when 

,suddenly straightened out. Of course I this 

cases. Especially in minority 

acceptance is not universal. 

States I the Afro-American and Hispanic 

sometimes more intolerant of homosexuality or 

the caucasian society has come to be. 

that the dying patient has a circle of 

!h,iefriois, many of them obviously gay or defiant drug 

added pressures upon conventional families. 

reproach themselves and ask "where did we 

impending loss adds to the urgency and 

questions. There can even be conflict 

of the parents for the terminal care of 

.nf'ec:te,d,child and the comforting desire of the patient 

familiar company of a lover I partner or 

important here to help the old family to 

quite apart from sexual relationships (which 

the personal communion and companionship of 

,~~",.,cS much a feature of homosexual as of 

Disturbing such communion at a 

1&r'ave:'illness can do positive harm to the spiritual 

homosexual communities of western countries 

,e"',ri'.t"",ok,,,'of support has grown up since GRID was first 

The "buddy" system provides support 

-are alone to confront their terminal 

- 17 -
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A "buddy" is provided to do the necessary 

and the things a really sick patient cannot do. In 

of places in the United States the Gay Men's Health 

afforded specialist assistance to people 

and AIDS in an environment and community which is 

and comforting to them. 14 Similar help has 

cgiven by the London Lighthouse15 and by caring 

itutions and organisations in Canada 16 and in 

17 

self-same problem of "burnout" to which I have 

the context of health care workers exists in this 

friends and supporters. Some of those who are 

are themselves infected. Their commitment is 

by attendance at repeated funerals. 

through their own crisis in advance. 

With death 

A special 

~~menonwhich has been noted in the context of AIDS is the 

personal difficulties faced by those who experience 

mourning .18 In the summer of 1987 a panel of 

in New York named an average of 6.2 men of their 

who had died of AIDS. Only 5% of them reported 

whatever due to AIDS. At least one loss was 

44% of the sample during one or two of the years 

More than 50% reported at least one loss during 

the three or more consecutive years. Looking at the 

of men who have been bereaved, the picture 

About 51% of the men had not yet lost a close 

lover. Forty-four percent had been bereaved in the 

preceding. Another 5% had been bereaved for three 

consecutive years. These bereaved men were more 

to be living in the midst of a gay community. 19 
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But who is

It is a very

But confronting daily and

- 19 -

those responsible.

journals they read, the hotels they

their social lives they are surrounded

the family of someone who has died before

degree of solace and understanding of their

element of intolerable pain to the repeated

years the death of close friends, lovers and

reinforcing the experience of repeated

a lover or a husband, or some identifiable

It is why, for deaths in official

cases 21 and Royal Commissions 22

the reasons for death and seek to identify the

, .',-.

;;~,o;,

feltthemselyes forced by their sexual orientation

7,f1~~Y'. alienation to find support in friends with a

experience. Yet that very feature of their

a motor vehicle accident, negligent

~reatment or other wrongful death

a_t::u.~'al.human response to bereavement is an effort to

,the:\:;cause that can be blamed. This is why in courts

:,~,{Where appropriate, apportion responsibility and
;C".; .'.;F;~'

;~~'7.:t!_~is:_ why legislation has been enacted to provide

~'s~e>~attempts to nail down the tortfeasor responsible

~i'~'~ for the victims of crime. 23

:r'.possibly two parents.

';ta"tly·. reminded of the appalling toll which HIV/AIDS

";'~h~ ,~pon their communities. This is a distinguishing

Most people of the age of these

\li1'ai:';'have to face, at about the same time, the death
,; ",' ,.

~~bleX.for the infection of a family member with HIV?
..,.~~'-'~ ' .~

felt themse.lyes forced by their sexual orientation 

alienation to 

s,' experience. 

reinforcing 
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Yet that very feature of their 

the experience 
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of repeated 
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,n,.t"r,.lhuman response to bereavement is an effort to 

that can be blamed. This is why in courts 

to nail down the tort feasor responsible 

in a motor vehicle accident, negligent 

or other wrongful death 

It is why, for deaths in official 

cases 21 and Royal Commissions 22 

reasons for death and seek to identify the 

appropriate, apportion responsibility and 

why legislation has been enacted to provide 

for the victims of crime. 23 It is a very 

the family of someone who has died before 

degree of solace and understanding of their 

f'y',<:,L,aentifying those responsible. But who is 

the infection of a family member with HIV? 

le'f{'':~e.s '; a lover or a husband, or some identifiable 
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of violence which has been noted in recent

stresses to which I have referred must now be

Even

Such

Such

It spans

But the burden of the partner

- 20 -

in such a testing time of life.

The law and society do not provide the

of the homosexual community.

people, insufficiently instructed by

religion in the message of reconciliation,

once it did.

typically restricted to spouses, parents and

Because of the changing nature of

today, this consideration presents fewer

a daily grief in silence from family and

,largely inflicted by the attitudes of our

by attitudes of individuals themselves.

these attitudes before a just society is

friends, even though it may be a matter which

mundane as industrial entitlements to

there is generally no legal entitlement to

to reinforce committed personal relationships

'.them.

the complex responses that exist in our

expression.

those infected with HIV stand in a different

people suffering from a fatal condition.

talk about their condition to the whole

..case of· a partner or close friend.

'feeling of guilt is a frequent response.

;be found. In most cases, however, the source is

The search for the perpetrator leads all too

-~:t;~eif-:criticism and even self-condemnation. An

In most cases, however, the source is 

The search for the perpetrator leads all too 

even self-condemnation. An 

'feeling of guilt is a frequent response. Such 

the complex responses that exist in our 

expression. 

'- those infected with HIV stand in a different 

:bther people suffering from a fatal condition. 

e,readily talk about their condition to the whole 

friends, even though it may be a matter which 

'_them. The law and society do not provide the 

to reinforce committed personal relationships 

a testing time of life. Even 

mundane as industrial entitlements to 

there is generally no legal entitlement to 

_Ir'/Jon,,,, .. case of· a partner or close friend. Such 

typically restricted to spouses, parents and 

Because of the changing nature of 

today, this consideration presents fewer 

did. But the burden of the partner 

a daily grief in silence from family and 

,largely inflicted by the attitudes of our 

by attitudes of individuals themselves. 

these attitudes before a just society is 

stresses to which I have referred must now be 

of violence which has been noted in recent 

of the homosexual community. It spans 

people, insufficiently instructed by 

religion in the message of reconciliation, 
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individual fears by violent attacks upon people 

of being gay. Such people become a symbol of 

-.-:O'f" AIDS to newly discovered sexuality. Murders 

',:-assaults upon young men in Sydney have led to 

It:l.UU"·<~" convictions and punishment. But all too often 

not complain; the perpetrator cannot be 

if identified, the evidence is not available to 

the jury may acquit. The cycle of 

'repeated. Fortunately, with the support of 

units and efforts in schools, attempts are 

to educate young people in the total 

of this form of violence. Yet the wave of 

of fear, continues. 

\dl;e violence is not only physical. There is verbal 
.,1,' 

It is found in the most unexpected of 

July 1991 it was given voice in the Legislative 

Parliament of Tasmania. The Council rejected 

Prevention Measures Bill 1990. Amongst many 

designed to combat the spread of HIV/AIDS, the 

the removal of the provisions of the Tasmanian 

make "carnal knowledge of any person 

nature" a serious and punishable crime. 

removed in South Australia and Victoria 

ago. One by one the other States of 

·have removed such provisions from their statute 

Tasmania. According to press reports I a 

of the Council, Mr George Brookes said that 

decrirninalisation, the law should be tightened to 

to "take the flight back north" to 

'Australia where such acts were not an offence: 
'-;,., 
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let them sully our State wlth thelr evll 
,'I it l,U •• s ,,25 

,~~mber of the Council urged logic and that the 

the opponents to reform smacked of the Old 

homosexuals should be put to 

member, Mr Hugh Hiscutt interjected: 

e.ither. " 

Attorney General for Tasmania, Mr John 

reported as saying: 

Tasmanla to show the way to that lsland 
',Horth Coast_I won't do anythlnq to 

sodomy, no matter wh.ich State 

the rejection of the measure, the convener of 

and Lesbian Rights Group, Mr Rodney Croome, 

it proved that on such issues in Tasmania 

by hysteria and ruled by hatred: 

of what they have to say In 
cont.inue to campa.ign 

~x:iJ1l:{n'alisat:.ion. ,,27 

there, 
for 

of hatred, contempt and verbal violence 

citizens are not confined to ignorant and 

'oultnl~in the anonymity of a metropolis. They reach 

representatives of the people in a 

They reinforce the impediments to the 

messages essential for the practical 

HIV/AIDS epidemic. But they also add to 

bereavement: for the dying, for their 

and for their loving family_ May those 
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such messages of hatred be forgiven for the

'Book of Common Prayer, the Collect for Ash

a message that should be sent to these

to all people - and to us all:

ijjccepr our Re"Pentance, Lord, for wrongs we have
(pQe;,'::'-; for the h.l.indness to human need and
r,ir.t:.(er.ing; our .ind.ifference 'Co .injust:.ice and
fiJe,],ty; for a.l.l fa.lse jud!J111ents; for
icharltab.le thoug-hts toward our ne.ig-hbours;
'q,:,for our prejud.ice and contempt toward those

ifIqd.iffer from us.28

FOOTNOTES
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:rtt'erlJ.ational Commission of Jurists. Personal
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